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TEMPLEDOG COMET

Secure the tube in the vice. Tie in the thread and wind down to 5mm

from the end. Tie in a length of Med Silver Oval and form a 3mm tag

bind this in and trim the waste. Tie in 4 Yellow Boar Bristles about 11/
2

times the tube length with well waxed thread. Tie in lengths of Red Floss

and Silver Oval. Wind the thread to the midpoint binding everything in

and trim the waste. Wind the floss up to here forming the rear body. Tie

in a length of Black Floss and take the thread to the head. Wind the

floss up to here forming the front body. Rib with the Oval. Tie in and trim

the waste. Prepare a bunch of Red Fox and tie in reversed Templedog

style this should reach the end of the tail when folded back. Prepare a

shorter bunch of Yellow Fox and tie in Templedog style on top of the red.

Pull the hair back and take some turns of thread tight up to the wing. Tie

in some strands of Yellow Angel Hair. Tie in a Black Hen hackle by the

tip, double it and wind 4 turns, tie in and trim the waste. Wax your

thread. Prepare a bunch of Black Silver Fox and tie in normal style

longer than the under wing. Prepare a bunch of Black Goat and tie in to

the length you want the final wing. Use your nail to spread each level of

the wing so that it has a teardrop look when viewed from the head end.

Trim off the waste and apply a small drop of varnish to the roots and

bind in tightly. Tie in four strands of Black Peacock Krystal Flash. Pre-

pare a pair of Jungle Cock eyes and tie in, fold back the stalks and

bind in tightly, trim off the waste. Form a neat head and whip finish. Now

apply several coats of thin clear varnish.

Hook - Tube

Thread - Black

Tag - Silver Oval

Tail - Yellow Boar Bristle

Rib - Silver Oval

Rear Body - Red Floss

Wing - Red Marble Fox

            Yellow Marble Fox

            Yellow Angel Hair

Hackle - Black Hen

Wing - Black Silver Fox, Black Goat, Black Krystal Flash

Eyes - Jungle Cock




